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In the materials and methods section, this document elaborates on the experimental Supercon-

ducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) technique introduced in the main text by de-

scribing the measurement apparatus and experimental conditions. After describing the sample

fabrication, special attention is given to variations in the cross section of the ring, which can

have the effect of a decreased mean free path. The supporting online text section expands the-

oretical discussion, pedagogically introducing the Ginzburg Landau (G-L) free energy and the

effects one might expect in finite line-width rings. The discussion includes a fluxoid fluctuation

model that is appropriate far below Tc(Φ) and a Gaussian fluctuation model that is appropriate

far above Tc(Φ). The section concludes by describing aspects of the full fluctuation solution dis-

cussed in the main text such as the difficulties involved with its full numeric solution far from

Tc(0). Two tables introduce the measured and fitted parameters for each ring, and the agree-

ment with a quantitative SQUID–Ring mutual inductance model. Additional data of each ring’s

response as a function of temperature at three flux values is available online.
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1 Materials and Methods

Our measurement apparatus (1) consists of a SQUID susceptometer attached to a scanning assembly that includes a

large area scanner and an atto-cube coarse positioner system. Sub-millikelvin temperature control is made possible

by feeding back on the temperature of the sample/scanner assembly, which is connected to the base plate of a

dilution refrigerator through a single copper braid. The primary evidence for the fact that thermal drifts within

the system do not significantly effect this control mechanism is that ring-current features, which vary strongly

with temperature, change by less than 1 mK when checked over periods of up to several days regardless of the

temperature state before the measurement was made.

The DC SQUID susceptometer is voltage biased and amplified by a series array SQUID preamplifier (2).

Feedback through integrated modulation coils allows for optimal noise performance and a linearized response at

all applied fields. Under operating conditions, the susceptometer has a 1/f noise of ∼ 2 µΦ0/
√

Hz around the

measurement frequency of 10 Hz. This low frequency noise is similar to the reported noise of other devices (3).

Additional measurements indicate that this low frequency noise is not due to the room temperature electronics or

any of the amplification stages. Tests using bias reversal schemes (4) indicate that this noise is flux noise, rather

than critical current noise. The counter-wound device geometry cancels the response of the SQUID to the applied

field to one part in 104, thus allowing direct digitization of the feedback signal without exceeding the dynamic

range of the room-temperature electronics. An additional three orders of magnitude of background cancellation are

achieved by comparing the signal immediately above the ring to the signal 12 µm above the sample. The difference

between these two signals is the ring response plus a residual background, which is out of phase with the applied

field, varies reproducibly with the distance from the bare sample substrate, is independent of temperature, and does

not have the periodicity of the ring signal. For each ring, this single temperature-independent ellipse (that is, an in

and out of phase linear response) was subtracted from the data set at each temperature, to reveal I −Φa plots such

as those shown in Fig 2 of the main text.

The rings were fabricated using standard ebeam lithography techniques on a SiOx substrate, which is sepa-

rate from that of the SQUID. The reported rings have a variety of radii (R = 0.35 - 2 µm) as shown in table 1.

Measurements on smaller rings are not reported here, because we could not apply a full flux quantum through the

ring’s center with our local field coils. The line widths, which vary between 65 and 180 nm were measured with

a scanning electron microscope. The thickness, d = 60 nm, was measured with an atomic force microscope. The

aluminum was ebeam-evaporated at a relatively high rate (3.5 nm/second) in a low pressure environment (< 10−7

Torr) to obtain a long mean free path (`e). The fit parameters to our fluctuation model indicate that `e = 15 − 25

nm varies systematically with w, which we attribute to oxygen released by the polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)

resist. The predominant variation in the cross-section of each ring comes from a ∼ 20% roughness at the ring-

edge associated with the liftoff process. It has been shown (5) that gradual variations of order 30% can change
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Tc(Φa = Φa/2)/Tc(Φa = 0) by approximately 5%. We expect that this change would be absorbed into the fitting

parameters, which are displayed in table 1 below. While we do not observe effects that are qualitatively differ-

ent from the susceptibilities predicted by our strictly homogenous models, such effects may exist where our full

fluctuation solution is not numerically tractable.

2 Supplemental Online Text

The thermal fluctuations described in our paper are theoretically grounded in the Ginzburg-Landau free energy,

F , for a 1D superconductor with periodic boundary conditions. The rings are 1D in the sense that the wave-

function, ψ, is assumed to only vary along x, the coordinate which is parallel to the circumference of the ring.

This assumption is valid when the annulus width, w, and thickness, d, are much smaller than the temperature-

dependent G-L coherence length, ξ(T ), which determines the length scale for the energetic costs associated with

changes in ψ. The solution that minimizes the free energy of a homogeneous cross-section ring has the form

ψ(x) = |ψ| exp(i2πnx/L), where n is the phase winding number guaranteed by the single-valuedness of the

wave-function. The free energy (6, 7) for a solution of this form is

F/V = α|ψ|2 +
1
2
β|ψ|4

+
~

2m∗V

∫
V

dV

(
n

r
+
e∗

2~
rB

)2

|ψ|2. (1)

where V is the volume of the ring and r is the radial coordinate. By minimizing this free energy, one can obtain a

expression for current, I , in a ring with finite linewidth, as shown in (6). This allows for a clean distinction between

critical field effects, associated with flux threading the annulus of the ring, and the pair-breaking effects associated

with the flux-induced Aharanov-Bohm phase around the ring’s circumference. To understand the Little-Parks

effect (8), it is enough to consider the w � R limit (eg. eq. 1 of the main text), where In is given by

In = − 1
λ2

wdΦ0

Lµ0
(Φa/Φ0 − n)P,

P = max

(
1−

(
2πξ(T )
L

)2

(Φa/Φ0 − n)2, 0

)
, (2)

This limit is appropriate because w, d � λ(T ) which allows self screening effects to be neglected. Critical field

effects are negligible in our rings because the flux captured in the annulus of the ring is much smaller than Φ0 for

fields discussed here (Φa / Φ0/2). This last condition guarantees the strictly periodic response in (Φa/Φ0 − n),

which is shown in the right inset to Fig 2A. Above Tc(Φa) the agreement with the 1D fluctuation theory (Fig 2B-D)

for a relatively wide (110 nm), small radius (350 nm) ring demonstrates that the finite line-width effects are not

essential to our physical result.
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At some temperature below Tc(Φa), our rings have a hysteretic response (similar to fig 1 of (9)) that is associ-

ated with the multiple solutions to eq. 2 that are possible when ξ(T ) < L/π . This metastability can be understood

quantitatively within the framework of thermally activated phase slips (10, 11) in the context of superconducting

rings (6, 9). We believe that the data presented here is in thermal equilibrium because it is sufficiently above the

temperature where hysteresis occurs. Our treatment is further justified by the fact that we focus on the temperatures

where ξ(T ) > L/π, where such metastable states are not theoretically possible.

Fluctuations are important when contributions from multiple wavefunction configurations need to be consid-

ered to describe the ring’s response. A simple model (9) estimates the equilibrium response with the Boltzmann

distribution of fluxoid states. This gives the expression

〈I(Φa)〉F =
∑

n In exp(−En(Φa)/kBT )∑
n exp(−En(Φa)/kBT )

(3)

where En(Φa) = −
∫ Φa

n
IndΦa is the energy associated with each local minimum of the G-L free energy func-

tional. While this model is not strictly applicable to our data, because it cannot predict a response above Tc(Φa),

it helps to illustrate some of the important physics at half integer flux values. When Φa = (n + 1
2 )Φ0, In and

In+1 contribute equally to the equilibrium current with contributions of equal and opposite magnitude. The re-

sponse thus goes through zero at the half-integer flux values even when a mean field solution exists at that flux bias

point. In this case, the susceptibility can have a large magnitude due to the exponentially changing weight of the

fully condensed mean field states. When the superconducting response is small (e.g. for our large γ rings when

ξ(T ) / 2R), En ≈ kBT for several n states and a large number of fluxoid states need to be considered, giving

the significantly rounded response well before Tc(Φa = Φ0/2). This phase-only model thus correctly describes

aspects of the ring behavior below Tc(Φa).

Both Gaussian and non-Gaussian fluctuations can allow for contributions from wave-function solutions that

have local variations in their phase and amplitude. These contributions are not included in the model described

above, because all variation around the ring is described by the single homogeneous phase winding determined

by n. The Gaussian response above Tc(Φa) can be derived by giving kBT of energy to each fluxoid mode of a

solution of the form ψ =
∑

n cn exp(in2πx/L) (12). This process gives the expression

〈I〉G = 2
kBTc

Φ0

∞∑
n=0

(Φa/Φ0 − n)
Θ/4 + (Φa/Φ0 − n)2

(4)

where Θ ≡ 8
π

(T−Tc)
Ec/kB

is the temperature scale associated with the energetic cost of a gradient in the wavefunction

because Θ ≡ ±4R2/ξ(T )2. Gaussian fluctuations can also be derived below Tc(Φa) from equipartition arguments,

but the order parameters needs only apply above Tc(Φa) where there is no extra weighting of the states associated

with the mean field response. This model predicts a γ-independent current that agrees well with each ring at some

γ dependent temperature above Tc(Φa).
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To qualitatively understand the difference between Gaussian and non-Gaussian fluctuations, one may consider

a simplified free energy F (ψ) = α(Φa)|ψ|2 + 1
2β|ψ|

4, in which spatial variations of the order parameter are

assumed to be frozen out, so that its amplitude is the only variable. α(Φa) ∝ T − Tc(Φa) incorporates the flux

dependence of Tc. A non-zero solution minimizes this expression below Tc(Φa), where α(Φa) is negative (β is

defined to be positive). When we talk about the fluctuation response, we are referring to the response that cannot

be described by this free energy minimum alone, but requires the consideration of thermally activated fluctuations

around it. If these fluctuations can be calculated accurately by a quadratic expansion of the free energy around

its minimum, they are called “Gaussian”. This occurs far above Tc(Φa), where ψ is small so that the α(Φa)|ψ|2

term dominates β|ψ|4. Fluctuations are also Gaussian far below Tc(Φa), where the quadratic expansion can be

taken about the minimum of the so called “mexican hat” potential described by a negative α(Φa) and positive β.

As T approaches Tc(Φa), the vanishing of α(Φa) leads to a divergence of 〈|ψ|2〉 as obtained from the quadratic

expansion, which is also reflected in ??. It is in this regime, near Tc(Φa), that fluctuations become “non-Gaussian”

because the fluctuation amplitude is set by the β|ψ|4 term rather than only the quadratic term. Thus, they can

be thought of as interpolating between the mean field response below Tc(Φa) and the Gaussian fluctuations that

dominate at high temperatures. The Ginzburg criterion determines the temperature range around Tc(Φa) where

non-Gaussian effects need to be considered because β〈ψ2〉2 is comparable to or larger than α〈ψ2〉, where 〈ψ2〉 is

the overestimate derived from Gaussian predictions. In our theory, β enters through γ ∝ βkBTcL
3/wd, which

shows that it parametrizes the non-Gaussian term and thus controls non-Gaussian effects.

To apply the complete theory (13), we evaluate the contribution of all possible wavefunctions, ψ, weighted ac-

cording to their G-L energy,E[ψ], to the mean current I ≡ −∂F/∂Φa = kBT
∂

∂Φa
lnZsc. The superconducting par-

tition function,Zsc, is the path integral over all possible wave functions: Zsc(Φa) =
∫
DψDψ∗ exp(−E[ψ]/kBT ).

Using the transfer operator technique (14), the evaluation of Zsc for a 1D ring (13) can be transformed into a quan-

tum mechanical eigenvalue problem. The flux-dependent terms can be separated, so that one obtains

Zsc =
∞∑

l=−∞

exp(−i2πlΦa/Φ0)
∞∑

n=0

exp(−γ1/3En,l) (5)

where En,l are the eigenvalues of the 2D single-particle Hamiltonian,

H = −1
2
∇2 +

π2

2
Θ
γ2/3

~r2 +
1
4
~r4. (6)

We have rewritten these equations from the expression in reference (13) to emphasize γ ≈ 16 kBTc

Meff Ec
and the

dependence on the temperature scale Θ as defined above and in the main text.

The fact that the Little-Parks line shape is washed out by fluctuations in large γ rings can be understood

qualitatively from the two components of γ. First, if Tc/Ec is large, the entire Little-Parks temperature range is

close to Tc(Φa = 0) and it becomes difficult to differentiate the fluctuation effects at Φa = 0 and Φa/2. The
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proportionality of γ to the cross section, entering through the number of channels, M = k2
Fwd/2π, reflects that it

is energetically more costly to thermally excite a certain order parameter amplitude over a larger volume.

While the theoretical analysis applies everywhere where a 1D G-L description is correct in principle, numeric

solutions become exponentially difficult for small γ rings away from Tc(Φa = 0) Intuition for this difficulty can be

derived from semiclassical approximations to the lowest eigenvalue energies of Eq. 6. Above Tc, the Hamiltonian

is positive definite with a lowest eigenvalue E0,0 ≈ 0 ⇒ Zsc ≈ 1. Because the total partition function is the

product of different states (Ztot = ZscZn...), Zsc must be approximately constant above Tc(Φa). When the Little-

Parks effect is significant, this means that Zsc(Φa = Φ0/2) must also be approximately equal to one, which leads

to a difficulty in our formalism because the same eigenvalues must also generate very large numbers at Φa = 0.

For instance, when ξ = R below T (Φa = 0) the lowest eigenvalue E0,0 can be estimated by the depth of the

potential well in Eq 6 as E0,0 ≈ 4π4

γ4/3 . The value of the first term of the sum is thus ≈ exp 4∗π4

γ , which can be

90 orders of magnitude larger than the value of Zsc at Φa = Φ0/2 for some of our data points. We solved this

problem through direct computation but the exponentially increasing difficulty means that further analysis of small

γ rings will require further insight or a new approach. Daumen’s et al. (12) have shown that the full non-Gaussian

response of two modes can be treated analytically, which should provide a good approximation for small γ rings.

Numeric techniques such as Monte Carlo or TDGL-based Langevin simulations (15) could also provide further

insight, particularly in the case of inhomogeneous rings.
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3 Supporting Online Tables

Ring Radius width `e MS−R Tc γ
(µ m) (nm) (nm) (µ Φ0/nA) (K)

1 0.35 65 14.5 0.041 1.268 0.22
2 0.35 110 17 0.042 1.249 0.093
3 0.35 110 17 0.038 1.249 0.093
4a 0.35 110 19 0.037 1.247 0.074
4b 0.35 110 19 0.030 1.247 0.074
5 0.35 135 26 0.035 1.24 0.032
6 0.35 180 31 0.032 1.237 .014
7 0.5 65 15 0.091 1.264 0.597
8 0.5 110 19 0.071 1.253 0.218
9 0.5 110 19.5 0.081 1.248 0.206
10 0.5 110 19.5 0.084 1.244 0.205
11 0.5 135 24.6 0.075 1.241 0.105
12 0.5 175 24 0.089 1.244 0.085
13 1 110 19 0.31 1.251 1.742
14 1 110 20 0.38 1.251 1.572
15 2 110 19.4 1.3 1.252 12.92

Table 1: Tabulation of the measured rings with geometrical parameters R and w, fit parameters `e, MS−R, and Tc,
and the resulting values of γ. Due to the numerical limitations described above, the theory was not tractable in the
full Little-Parks temperature range for rings for rings 5 and 6 so the fit parameters are only approximate results,
estimated from the response immediately around Tc(Φa = 0). The results for these two rings were not discussed
in the main paper.

Radius (µ m) MS−R (H) MS−R (µ Φ0/nA)
0.35 µm 7.65e-14 0.0382
0.5 µm 1.60e-13 0.0800

1 µm 7.30e-13 0.365
2 µm 2.65e-12 1.325

Table 2: Mutual inductances calculated with a Fast Henry model of our pickup loop 0.75 µm away from rings with
various radii.
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